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On May 31, 1937 they were very busy at the Observatory on the Säntis . About one hundred carrier pigeon s
waited for the start to fly into the valley. Each carrier pigeon, depending on strength, had to deliver one or tw o
dispatch covers . Thus, about 150 messages were transported .

Fifty covers were sent from Vaduz and about one hundred from St .Gallen. Each dispatch contained th e
following message :

"Keep and protect the carrier pigeon,
because it serves the country. "

The carrier pigeons belonged to Mssrs . Th . Langenscheidt and P. Hungerbühler, St.Gallen, both members of th e
Carrier Pigeon Association Columbia, St.Gallen .

Fig. 2 . (Below) Special cover;
dark gray. Front the same
as stated for Fig.1 . The
message sheet turned on
back was sent to the
receiver. Postage 10 cts . Pro
Juventute 1936 - 10 cts .
short since the cover went t o
Zürich, hence not the ful l
postage was applied .

Fig. 1, (Above) Special cover; light
gray, Vaduz May 28, 1937,
cancellations on the Säntis: Hotel
Säntis, Säntis Summit and Säntis
Aerial Tramway . Before return a
stamp was applied indicating i n
German and French: "See back for
postage". Furthermore, return
postage of 5 cts . was added to the
message sheet and 15 cts. to the
back of the cover .

n Continued on Page 3)
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Letters to the Editor

Congratulations to TELL as it not only
featured a recent Swiss issue in the May edition ,
but placed the article on the front page . While, I
believe, most of us members look excitingly
forward to reading the articles dealing with the
definitive examination and the history behind th e
early issues, it's refreshing also to read now an d
then about the newer issues .

The Swiss-Chinese joint issue, along with
the respective souvenir sheet is certainly a
beautiful design and, in my opinion, wel l
deserving of the mention it received in TELL .
The stamp bridges together two vastly differen t
cultures in a nostalgic and very artistic way .
Such articles help keep interest alive with the
newer collectors as most new collectors do not
begin their hobby with the older stamps, bu t
rather with the newer ones .
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Swiss Luftpost-Handbuch (Cont. from pg . 1 )
The window envelope received the departur e

cancel of Vaduz or St .Gallen, the transit stamp
"Säntis Summit of the Säntis Aerial Tramway "
"Mountain Hotel Säntis" as well as the arrival stamp
St.Gallen . Dispatch date: May 28,1937.

The carrier pigeons arrived at 10:25 a.m. on the
Säntis summit. They were transported there by the
Säntis Aerial Tramway . The Observatory served as
starting place and the start took place between 1 1
and 12 noon . After 15 to 20 minutes the pigeons
arrived in their dovecot, the dispatches were removed
and now again sent by regular mail .

The carrier pigeon mail flight was organized by
collector E . Gass of St .Gallen.

Transportation of mail by carrier pigeons played
an important role with the Romans, where dovecot s
were available throughout the entire empire an d
served for forwarding of messages .

Until just recently, carrier pigeons fulfilled a
great service in our army; electronics have displace d

them .

Translator's Footnote : The Säntis Aerial
Tramway is shown on Swiss stamp Z 306 (Scot t
337) and the Säntis from the Seealpsee side on Z
209 & 290 (Scott 236 & 321) Should you get to
Eastern Switzerland, especially when you visit
St.Gallen or attend the Stamp Show in Jun e
2000, a trip to the Säntis would make a beautifu l
day excursion. It takes only a short time by aerial
tramway from the Schwägalp to the Sänti s
Summit (about 7500 ft), a far cry from the "good "
old days when it took us about 5 hours by foot ,
depending on which side of the Säntis one climbed .

AHPS Convention
Program Set for FLOREX 99

by Harlan F. Stone

The national convention that AHPS has scheduled for
Orlando, Florida, on November 4-7 will include :

Swiss philatelic seminar on Thursday, Novembe r
4, from 1 :30 to 5 :30 p .m. so far six speakers hav e
agreed to make presentations, three from the
United States, two from Switzerland and on e
from England . the program has room for four
more. Contact me (address, page 2) with you r
subject .

Open membership meeting on Saturday ,
November 6, from 2 to 4 p .m., for officers' reports
and discussion .

Swap session on Sunday, November 7, from 10 :00
a.m. to noon .

Helen Galatan-Stone, Regional Director East wh o
is convention coordinator, has also arranged for a
society booth during FLOREX 99 on November 5 -
7. She needs volunteers to staff the booth .

AHPS attendees will most likely gather for
informal dinners on both Thursday and Frida y
evenings . The society needs a local member to act
as host and make arrangements at a local
restaurant . Contact Helen (address, page 2) .

So far Helen has sent the FLOREX exhibit entry
form to six members . Although FLOREX has se t
August 26 as its entry deadline, she urges earlier
submission since the Cuban Philatelic Society ,

which is also holding a convention ,
has quickly reserved much space .
Call her for the form .

FLOREX's Saturday schedul e
includes a complimentary luncheon
for exhibitors and a $25 award s
banquet. It will also run a
hospitality suite on Friday an d
Saturday evenings .

The official show hotel, next to the
Orlando Expo Centre, is the
Orlando Marriott Downtown Hotel ,
which has a special FLOREX rate
of $110 . Call 800-574-3160 .
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President's Musings
I thought this time I would tell you a little bit

about myself as far as my career and stamp collecting
beginnings go. Like most of you, I started collecting
stamps at an early age . In fact, I was about 10 whe n
I bought my first world wide album with mone y
earned from shoveling snow in my hometown of Libby ,
Montana in the northwestern part of the state not far
from Glacier National Park. Later that same year I
was told that a man who lived down the street by th e
name of Karl Knudsen collected stamps . Karl was a n
invalid at an early age and had started to collect
stamps as a way to pass the time. He welcomed
newcomers into his home and so I went . I was
amazed when I saw his living room filled with piles o f
stamps. His heritage was Scandinavian as was mine
and he collected Norway, but for some reason hi s
favorite country was Switzerland .
He told me it was one of the
"good" countries to collect and
encouraged me to get a Minku s
album and start collecting new
issues. I did and the rest i s
history. Karl died while I was
out of town in college, but I was
lucky enough to buy some
souvenir sheets from his widow
from his collection. Unfortunately
at that time I had almost n o
money and I don't know what
happened to the balance of
collection that I would have like d
to continue . I write this now as a
small tribute to a man who
started me collecting Switzerland
for the rest of my life, which up to
now has been 37 years on and off .

My chosen career is a Schoo l
Psychologist working with
children in our Denver metro are a
schools. Most of the youn g
children I work with do not eve n
know why we have to put stamp s
on letters let alone collect them .
They are poor and live in a worl d
filled with violence, drugs, an d
uncertain home lives . As I'm sure
you all know, we have had a
tragic event here at Columbin e
High School . The boys were
described as outsiders with n o
interests except being members of
a club of other outsiders . It
reminded me just how important
it is to give our children a broader
view of the world than just thei r

own, small town or high school i n
a large area. Even though I

didn't collect stamps myself in high school, I alway s
dreamed of the tiny country of Switzerland so muc h
like where I grew up and also as the mountains I love
best about where I live now .

In this long way I come to one of my wishes fro m
our society. I mentioned having a person to be th e
youth committee leader and was informed since w e
have no youth members, a leader would not b e
needed. I must take a different view and say that
maybe since we have no youth members a person t o
encourage and coordinate youth activities is essential .
I'm sure it will be a hard job, but at least maybe we
can have a box of Swiss stamps to give to children at
our conventions . Let's start with FLOREX thi s
November. I will be willing to serve as interim "youth
encouragement" chairman until someone els e
volunteers after we get things going. My twelve year
old son Alan has volunteered to help me make up
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packets of stamps to give to kids at FLOREX . He
doesn't actively collect yet, even though I have offere d
him my W.W.II Soldier stamps to organize if he
wishes. These issues seem to hold some interest for
him and he likes to compete, so maybe someday h e
will organize an exhibit . But for now he will help me
get stamps ready for other kids, so who knows wha t
the future might bring! While I have enough extras t o
get started, I obviously would appreciate donations
from any members with extra Swiss items they have
laying around. My address is in the list of officers and
we will promise to have anything we get organized t o
bring to FLOREX. Also if anyone would like to
volunteer for this committee let me know. You don't
have to be chairperson right now as I have said I wil l
try to get things started . This might be a good way t o
get your feet wet in our society.

I received a letter from Bruce Marsden saying
that due to a new job, he would need to resign as
Auction Manager . He will stay on through our next
auction and would help train a new person for th e
auction in February of 2000. Please let me know if
you are interested in this position . Bruce has done a
great job of getting our auction on the Internet an d
being an efficient manager. We all certainly give hi m
a big thank you for his hard work and willingness t o
break in a new person . So write to me right away t o
get started having Bruce show you the ropes for thi s
interesting position .

Remember to plan to attend FLOREX in
November . Helen has all the pieces in line for great
meetings and events and Harlan has a grea t
Thursday Seminar lined up with interestin g
presentations for all areas of Swiss Philately . See you
there!

Jim Anderson

Profile of a Swiss Stamp Collector
Calvin Deem

I began collecting with a couple of friends in my
small hometown in West Virginia some 45+ years ago .
My mother would go to a nearby town and purchase
world wide stamp
packets, the contents
of which I would
place in my album
and trade with my
friends. During my
high school days I
was unfortunately
not financially able to
expand my collection
to a large degree .

After completing a degree in chemistry, I worked
in Akron, Ohio. Here I joined and was an active
member in a large stamp club . I exhibited in our
annual show and would try to direct my stamp

purchases towards my next exhibit . Fortunately, I
became enthralled with Swiss airmails for an exhibit
and have collected Swiss stamps for the last 33 years .

As with most collectors, my stamp collecting
efforts increased and decreased throughout the years.
After completing a chemical engineering degree, I wen t
to work in the oil industry and today work for a major
international oil company in the area of drilling .
While my work does provide an opportunity to travel, I
have not had the occasion to visit Switzerland . I am
now actively collecting Switzerland - still favoring th e
airmails and struggling with the Strubels .

I am currently a member of five other societie s
including 30+ years in the APS . I have a few goals i n
the collecting area . I would like to find a collector of
Swiss who would like to correspond and trad e
material . Should anyone like to correspond, my e-mai l
address is : cdeem@intcon .net

Profile of a Swiss Stamp Collecto r
Paolo Vollmeier

by Rudy Schaelchli
In many of the replies I receive, the member s

tell me that they started with the hobby as children .
However, the story from our AHPS member Paolo ,
living near Lugano in the sunny Canton Tessin, ha s
an interesting twist. It was his Priest who rewarde d
the boys with stamps when they behaved during Hol y
Mass! Work and study later was more important an d
he gave up collecting at
the age of 15 .

During the baptism
of his first son in 1957 ,
the same Priest was
present and later during
dinner, Paolo was asked
by him if he still collecte d
stamps . That was jus t
like a wake-up call, and
the same day he phoned
his mother to send him hi s
stamp collection at Como .
That was when he starte d
again with Swiss stamps.

By then he was a
chemical engineer by
profession. He worked on building up a nice collectio n
of the Cantonais, Rayons and Strueblis . In the 60s a
dealer in Zurich showed him Italian prephilateli c
covers, and he fell in love with these beautiful item s
immediately . However, at the time he did not know
that they were all fakes! He sold his Swiss collection
and started with prephilately of old Italian states .

He admits that he is no more a typical Swis s
collector, but he does like TELL very much and passe s
the periodical on to his friends, hoping to inspire them
to become members of AHPS .

	

(Cont . on pg. 7 )
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Two Puzzles re : Swiss Postal Rates
by Anthony F. Dewey

Perhaps one of our
AHPS members can hel p
solve two puzzles I have
encountered. The first
concerns a set of covers
sent from Switzerland by
the UPU bearing UP U
service stamps to Canada
or the USA. These cover s
were posted between 197 6
and 1979. All were sent
via airmail . According to
Roland Kohl ("Die
Schweizerischen Flugpost -
Zuschlagstaxen ab 1919"
on page 115), the airmai l
rate for letters to North
America (Group B) wa s
SwFr 1 .10 for the first 5
grams and 20 centimes for
each additional 5 grams .
This rate was effective
January 1, 1976 through
June 30, 1981 .

Figure 1 is franke d
at only 40c, while figure 2
is correctly franked at
1 .30. Figure 3 is 30c, wel l
below even the minimum
airmail amount! Th e
surface rate for foreign
bound letters during thi s
period was 90c for the firs t
20 grams, according to
Zack (page 158 "Andere
Lander") .

Figure 1 -
Franked a t
only 40c .

Figure 2 -
Correctl y
franked
at 1 .30 .

Each of these covers i s
addressed to an official of the
Canadian Postal Service an d
bears the indicia "Service des
Postes" (On Postal Service) .
While mail from the
International Agencies are
normally sent at the standard
Swiss/UPU rates, was there a
special rate for mail sent on
"Official" business of the UPU?

Figure 3 -
Franked
at only 30c .
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Figure 4 - 10 gram s

The second puzzle
involves covers mailed from
the International Labor
Office bearing ILO (BIT)
service stamps . Each lette r
was mailed to Israel vi a
airmail at the discounted
Printed Matter rate as
indicated by the indicia
"Imprime a taxe reduite" .
The letters were posted
between January 31, 195 5
and November 14, 1956
when, according to Zack, the
discounted printed matter
rate was 5c for the first 5 0
grams. The weight
indicated on figure 4 is 1 0
grams and on figure 5 is 25
grams - so each should b e
assessed the 5c fee with the
remainder of the postage
paying

	

the

	

airmail
surcharge .

The tables on pages
112-13 of Kohl's book sho w
that the airmail surcharg e
for printed matter to Israe l
between 1953 and 196 5
was 10c for each 20 gram s
of weight . Only the 22 gram
letter (figure 6) mailed
November 12, 1956 i s
franked appropriately (25c) -
IF I have interpreted th e
rates correctly . The 10 gram
cover is franked with a 20c
stamp (should be 15c?) and
the 25 gram cover is franke d
with a 30c stamp (should be
25c?).

Any help in explaining
the discrepancies would b e
greatly appreciated! Write
Anthony F. Dewey, 157
Warrenton Ave ., Hartford ,
CT 06105-3931, or th e
Editor of the TELL .

Paolo Vollmeier (Profile continued from page 5)
Paolo does not like any special publicity and did ask me not to publish any of his achievements in

philately . However, I would like to give credit where credit is due : he has earned several Large Gold and othe r
exhibit awards . He has been a member of several distinguished philatelic societies . Among his posts at th e
present is that of President of the F .I .P. Commission for the fight against forgeries . He has also written several
philatelic books in Italian and two in English .

Figure 5 - 25 gram s

Figure 6 - 22 gram s
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Origins of the Swiss Flieger-Abteilung: Part II
by George Struble

In Part I of this paper (TELL, May 1999) we explored the background of the establishment of the Flugspende ,
and recounted the eleven Flugtage for which there were special flights with special stamps issued . In Part II
we continue with the story of other Flugtage that did not issue special stamps, and with the ill-fated Olte n
attempts . We also explore the special cancellations provided for the flights by the Swiss Postal Service .

Flugtage with flights but no stamps

Several of the local organizing committees o f
Flugtagen arranged for special flights carryin g
mail, with special cancellations supplied by th e
Postal Department, but no special stamps. Th e
map at the right shows the locations of th e
participating cities and towns and the flights
between them .

XII. Biel: June 8 . Since there was no specia l
stamp for this event, several of the officia l
Flugspende postcards were imprinted Erste
Flugpost Biel-Bern and sold for 50 centimes .
The demand exceeded the supply of imprinted
stamps, so other cards were given a rectangular
rubber stamp cachet with the same legend .
Both types of cards (top halves) are shown below

Emile Taddeoli joined Oskar Bider for events at
Biel . As they flew their planes from Bern ,
Taddeoli lost his left wheel. Since Bider was to
take off second, he picked up the wheel, overtoo k
Taddeoli and showed him the wheel . Thus
informed, Taddeoli was able to land successfully
on only his right wheel, repair his plane, and
participate in the Biel events !

Records show that 3125 items were flown from
Biel to Bern .

XIII. Lausanne: June 15 . About 50,000
regular postal cards were cacheted for the event .
The cachet is shown above . About 9000 wer e
sold with the special cancel already applied.
The number flown is reported to be 8992, bu t
mint cards are not nearly as rare as this makes
it sound. Some cards were canceled at Vevey
and Montreux on Lake Genève near Lausanne ,
and carried by Henri Kramer in a hydroplane to
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Cancellations

The stamps, pilots, postcards, and other logistics were left to each local organizing committee . On the other
hand, the postmarks were carefully controlled by the Postal Department . The Department supplied the special
canceling die for each mail-carrying flight in 1913 (but for none in 1914), and after the flight the die wa s
returned to Bern to be placed in the archives . The cancellations are shown below.

For most of the flights, th e
special cancellation was
applied to both the norma l
postage and to the special
stamp. Only in a few
cases was a cancellation
applied to the items after
the flight as the items
entered the normal mail
stream:

Lugano cards were given
the special postmark on
both the Lugano stamp
and the regular postage ,
but the cards were also
given a Mendrisio
postmark .

Solothurn cards flown from
Solothurn to Weissenstei n
were given a Weissenstei n
postmark on arrival .
Similarly, the cards from
Weissenstein to Solothurn
were postmarked in
Solothurn. These arrival
postmarks were applied to
the regular postage, an d
the special cancellation
only to the special stamp .

Laufen items exist both ways . It appears to me that most cards carry the special cancellation only on th e

Laufen stamps and a Solothurn postmark on the regular postage . A significant number of letters were flown o n
this flight, and my observation is that most of these carry the special cancellation on all stamps but a Solothurn
postmark (four different ones were used) elsewhere on the cover.

On some Lausanne cards, all postage received the special postmark, but a Morges postmark was also applied .

Other cards carry Morges, Montreux, or Vevey-postmarks on the postage, depending on where they originated .

The Montreux and Vevey cards were also given the Morges postmark at the end of the trip .

Vevey cards carry the special cancellation on the left side of the card, and an arrival postmark of Villeneuve o n

the regular postage .

Other activities of Flugspende

The Flugspende committee conducted many other activities to raise peoples' consciousness about aviation an d

especially military aviation, and to raise more money. Two are especially worth mention .

Zürich did not schedule a Flugtag . However, the Zürich committee issued and sold sheets of vignettes to raise

money for the cause . These vignettes had no postal role but were tolerated on mail . They were printed in
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Lausanne, from where Bider carried them to Morges . He reportedly brought back to Lausanne some that were
sent from Morges .

The event lasted two days . Besides Bider, pilots Attilio Maffei and Emile Taddeoli participated . The aviators
were paid 12,000 francs for their participation out of the total income for the Flugtag of 22,000 francs . A gust
of wind blew Maffei's plane into a tree on Saturday ,
and he could not repair it in time to participate
Sunday. Mail was carried only Sunday, June 15 .

XIV. Vevey: June 22 . Henri Kramer used hi s
Sommer seaplane for this Flugtag. Because of the
unsettled weather, the populace were unsur e
whether the Flugtag would actually happen .
Kramer managed to fly in, but attendance wa s
lower than it might have been with better weather .
Despite the weather, Kramer made several
demonstration flights, and carried passengers on a t
least eight of them. He flew 290 items from Vevey
to Villeneuve .

Official cards of the National Flugspende were sold
for 50 rappen each, of which 25 Rappen was for the
card and 25 for the airmail postage . The cards
were given a special Vevey cancellation, and th e
stamp on each flown card received a Villeneuve
cancellation. Official cards exist with a June 23
Vevey cancellation on the stamp ; these were not
flown .

XV. Grenchen: August 31 . Theo Borrer carrie d
500 items from Grenchen to Solothurn . Since no
special stamp was prepared for the Grenche n
Flugtag, the organizers allowed the use of stamp s
printed for previous flights . It is reported that
some double-prints of Solothurn stamps were
among those used .

Olten: Two attempts, no flights

A committee in Olten was organizing a Flugtag for May 4 and 5 . The plans included a flight from Olten to
Oensingen by Ernst Rech . Special cancellations were prepared and postcards printed, but no stamps wer e
designed for this Flugtag. However, Ernst Rech died when his plane crashed on take-off from Dübendorf (nea r
Zürich) to Olten, and of course the remainder of the Flugtag was then canceled .

A different committee tried again, planning a Flugtag for August 31. They designed a stamp
for the occasion, and hoped to get Theo Borrer to bring his plane for the Flugtag . Borrer never
committed to Olten, and in fact participated in the Flugtag in Grenchen that day. He is
reported to have complained that Olten did not have an adequate landing field . His Pannier -
Hanriot was considerably heavier than the Bleriot favored by Bider and others, so he neede d
a firmer and perhaps longer field .

The Olten stamps were printed individually and in imperforate sheets of four by Lithographie
Rensch in Trimbach . 73 stamps were printed in black, blue green, light green, and dark
green; these should be considered as essays or proofs . Another 13 stamps were printed in yellow green or blu e
green later in 1913 or in 1914. There are small details by which the position of each stamp in the sheet of fou r
can be determined .
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sheets of twelve different views ;
three were views of mountains ,
three were views of cities, three had
military subjects, and three had
aviation subjects : one plane, one
dirigible or blimp, and one of hot air
balloons. All carried the legend
Schweiz . Militar Aviatik. The
sheets were issued both with an d
without inscriptions on the front of
each stamp: Offiz. Zürcher
Flugspende-Marke 1913 (Official
Zürich Flugspende stamp 1913) ,
and with and without inscription s
on the back: Der Ertrag dieser
Marken dient zum Ankauf von
Flugfahrzeugen für die Schweiz.
Armee (The proceeds from thes e
stamps serves toward purchase of
airplanes for the Swiss army) . Yes,
that makes four different sheets, as
all four possibilities with an d
without both inscriptions exist .
Many of these vignettes were sold ;
they are not rare. However, they
are hard to find on cover .

The nation's imagination was caught on July 13 by Oskar Bider's flight across the Alps from Bern to Milan .
The flight was not part of a scheduled Flugtag, and carried no mail except an official greeting to the mayor of
Milan. But it publicized the promise of aviation much more than short flights within the valleys . Later tha t
month a special vignette was printed commemorating the flight, and postcards with several views underscore d
the historic achievement .

The Flugspende committees organized a number
of Flugtagen and special flights in the first half
of 1914. These included a flight Genève to
Aosta in February, flugmeetings (whatever thos e
were!) in Dübendorf and Basel in March (i n
which Theo Borrer crashed and died), a Flugtag
in Bern in March, one at Huttwil in April, one at
Wasserauen in June, and one in Luzern in July .
None of these incorporated stamps or mail -
carrying flights with special cancellations . The
nation and its aviators were increasingly
preoccupied with preparations for the comin g
war, and the enthusiasm of 1913 for raisin g
funds for the Flugspende was not renewed, so
the 1914 Flugspende activities were an
anticlimax. With the outbreak of World War I
Swiss aviation moved on to a new phase .

Part III of this paper will discuss the Flieger-Abteilung, the air detachment
formed as a result of the Flugspende success. It also recognizes some of th e
pilots, and lists some of the later commemorations of the 1913 activities . It
closes with a bibliography .
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Matterhorn Meanderings

by Richard T. Hall
Missed getting my column into the last issue of

TELL, but then there were no questions and n o
answers to report . One of you out there must have a
question about Swiss philately that I can field in this
column . Remember, there are no dumb questions .
Also, do you like the news of new cancellations? Thes e
are coming in a continuous stream so I can fill up a lo t
of print space with them . I need feedback .

But more importantly, let me tell you about th e
biggest bargain in Swiss philatelic literature. As part
of the Swiss Federal Posts sesquicentennia l
(California is also celebrating its sesquicentennial as a
state), Die Post has underwritten the publication o f
an exceedingly valuable piece of philatelic literature .
Karl Gebert has put together a listing of all tow n
names that have appeared on Swiss cancels sinc e
(and some before) the post was federalized in 1849 –
all spelling variants, both straight-line and circula r
date stamps, with their dates of use . And this 285
page treasure is available for the incredible price o f
one ten-dollar bill, postpaid to the United States (ou r
Canadian members should probably send US
currency)! Just send your banknote to :

Karl Gebert
Kapplerstrasse 2 7
CH-9642 Ebnat Kappel
Switzerland

As an example of the kind of information Karl has
included in his listings, here is what he has to say
about the Bernese town of Adelboden :

Adelboden began using a straight-line canceller
in 1848 with the wording "Adelboden ." On June 1 ,
1874, a circular date stamp with the wording
"Adelboden (Berner Oberland)" was put into service .
This canceller continued in use until May 12, 1951 ,
when a new canceller which dropped the word s
"(Berner Oberland)" was put into service . Herr Gebert
has steered clear of the changes in PLZ numbers ,
sticking solely to the words on the cancel. The
changes in PLZ will have to wait for another book .

So if you have ever wondered if that straight-lin e
cancel on your Strubel cover was correct, or you
couldn't quite figure out what the town was, here' s
your chance to answer those questions . I think there
is a limited printing of the
book, so don't hesitate, i t
has been widely advertise d
in Switzerland .

Let's look a some of
the new K-cancels that have
been put into service over
the last few months . First
we have K1574 (Fig. 1)
from the Bernese village of
Guggisberg. This cancel
was put into service on

March 1, 1999, and shows the village church, th e
Reformed church of St . Mauritius, a late Gothic single -
aisled church with a rectangular choir .

Next we have K1575 (Fig . 2) from the Neuchâte l
village of Chézard-St-Martin .
Again we see the village
church. I don't have any
background on this church .
This cancel was put in use
March 2, 1999 .

Fig . 4 - K164c

Our final March cancel i s
from the village of Noiraigue i n
the canton of Neuchâtel ,
K415a (Fig . 5). The cancel
was put in use on March 2 ,
1999, and shows a water
wheel coat of arms .

On April Fool's Day K157 6
(Fig. 6) was put into service in
the Aargau town of Stetten . I
can't figure out what the building
is that's shown on the cancel ,
but the village church is in the
background .

Fig. 6 - K1576

Another Neuchâtel village ,
Villiers, put into service its new
K-cancel, K1577 (Fig . 7), on May
14, 1999. The rather bucolic
scene appears to show a hous e
and a very large tree .Fig. 1 - K1574

Fig. 3 - K604a

Fig. 2 - K1575

The Solothurn village of
Lostorf gives us K604a (Fig .
3). On the cancel we see th e
arms of the village and an
outline of the Schlos s
Wartenfels, the home of the

Barons of Wartenfels . The outline on the cancel show s
the palas which dates from the 16th century. The
cancel was put in use on March 1, 1999 .

K164c (Fig. 4) from the
Zürich town of Kilchberg "on
the Lake of Zürich" as the
cancel notes at the bottom .
This cancel was also put in
use on March 1, 1999 .

Fig. 5 - K415a

Fig. 7 - K1577
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Another cancel put into
service on May 14, 1999, i s
the town of Hinterkappelen i n
the canton of Bern. The
cancel is K1578 and shows
two bridges over the Aare
river. The words on the
cancel translate, as best as I
can tell, "A path build s
bridges," which is a very nice
saying.

Finally, with a cancel
which has not yet been put into
service as this is written, we
have K1579 from Muotathal in
canton Schwyz, put into service
on June 1, 1999. The cance l
publicizes the Hölloch cave,
which is the largest cave in
Europe. The cave is similar t o
our Carlsbad Caverns, with
stalactites and stalagmites an d
large chambers. 91 miles of
caves have been mapped .

That should do it for this time . Please send in
your questions and comments so I can have some
material to write about .

Dick Hall

The Swiss Fieldpost during the
Active Service 1939-45

by Arthur Wyss
translated by Rudy Schaelchl i

The following article was written for the 100th
anniversary of the Swiss Military Fieldpos t

(1889-1989) .

The Fieldpost (FP) was better prepared for
W.W. II on the 2 Sept . 1939 mobilization than i n
1914 at the beginning of W.W. I .

The newly appointed FP Director, Major Han s
Frutigen, was promoted in 1940 to Lieutenant-Colone l
and then in 1945 to Colonel . He was able to call on
17 FP units on 29 August that were mobilized with
the first Border Guard troops . At the same time th e
Civil Military Mail Collecting Stations were transferre d
to the Fieldpost . Then on 2 Sept . when the rest of th e
430,000 strong Swiss army was mobilized, another 13
FP units were added. On 1 January 1939 the FP had
1,012 employees, but with the additional work, more
and more people were needed. In 1940 for the first
time, 125 FHD (Women Volunteer Service) were calle d
to help the mail service. By 1 January 1945 the

Military Mail Service employed 2,744 man and
women.

The FP regulations were contained in six
manuals with 3,840 positions that changed to 10,00 0
by 1945 .

To facilitate the mail service, they used th e
same vehicles as the Provision Units to deliver th e
mail to the troops. Each company and unit receive d
an FP number, reaching 1,100 by the end of the war ,
that enabled a faster way to reach the soldiers . The
main transport was by railroad . To avoid overloading
the civil mail, the military rail mail was organize d
where the mail was sorted on route by the GP
soldiers. Many other modes of transport were als o
used such as hand carts, bicycles, motor bikes, trucks ,
mules, and skis .

Most of the equipment used by the FP, valued
at SwFr. 1,000,000, was donated by the Swiss PTT .
The items handled by the FP reached 600,703,60 0
pieces by 1945, about three times as much as during
W.W. I .

Due to the free-franc privilege of the military, th e
PTT lost about SwFr . 120,000,000 in tax revenue
between 1939 and 1945 . The big mail load during
the Christmas seasons called for a restriction of 12
pounds per parcel for a short time .

Another big part of the FP employees' work wa s
in the lost and found office where 11,000 parcels an d
190,000 letters had to be worked on due t o
insufficient or lost addresses . After the July 1943
ruling that all parcels had to be signed for, most of th e

"losses" were avoided .

Then in 1940 when 40,000 French and Polish
soldiers crossed the Swiss border, the FP was als o

involved in that service . By 1945 the number of

internees reached 90,000. The FP handled
24,000,000 letters and parcels for them. They all ha d

to be inspected by the censors . The manual for th e
internee mail was printed in German, French, Italian ,
English, Polish, Serbian, Greek and Russian becaus e
many of the internees worked together with the FP in

the mail room. The internees also enjoyed free-franc

privileges .

The Fieldpost was only partially involved in th e
Red Cross mail concerning the prisoners of war in th e
different countries. Again the Swiss PTT carried the

cost of SwFr . 1,200,000 for the 19,976 railroad car s
used to transport the 180,134,200 letters an d

52,420,400 parcels from 1939-1945 .

Fig. 8 - K1578

Fig. 9 - K1579
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Early Zeppelin Flights to Switzerland-Revisited
by Michael Peter

My favorite letter or card from these early flights (9/26-10/2/29) was a letter that I really did not
appreciate until I started writing it up for an upcoming exhibit I am preparing on these early flights . Exhibiting
material has been an excellent way of organizing my material . It also gives me a chance to really research the
pieces that are placed in the exhibit . I recommend it highly . We all need to share our knowledge .

As discussed earlier, the majority of mail dropped originated from the passengers and crew (many of th e
crew were agents for well-known dealers of Zeppelin mail) . In addition there were collectors who sent their
postcards and letters to the Friedrichshafen post office and asked for transportation on the Zeppelin .

The flights of the Zeppelin were a significant event during this time period . Due to its significance, the
Graf was able to garner a substantial amount of print and publicity in newspapers throughout the world ,
especially Europe. A passenger/newspaper writer sent the oversized envelope to his employers at Radaktion
(National Newspaper in Basel) .

The envelope shown wa s
dropped at Basel during the 1s t
Swiss Flight . It was addressed to
the newspaper in Basel, the
"Radaktion" . The sender's
instructions on the lower left side
of the envelope translated-"Deliver
immediately to addressee and
obtain reward". Thus, it appears
this letter was prepared ahead of
time and possibly intended for a
wild drop over Basel based on
these instructions . However, the
Basel arrival postmark is the
postmark from the majority of
mail dropped over Basel . The
letter was unfranked and
features an express label on th e
front. The rate for the letter was -
.20 Rp . Domestic letter rate times two for the postage due= .40 Rp. plus .60 Rp. Special Delivery=1.00 Swiss
Franc .

On the reverse, we have
postage due stamps to cover the 1
Franc total rate due . No Zeppelin
airmail surcharge was du e
because the Deutsche Reichspos t
had not yet decided on the rate .
This was not done until after th e
4th Swiss Flight of October 2 ,
1929. In addition, we have th e
Octagon cancel of the Basel
Telegraph Office who delivere d
special delivery mail .

A fine example of earl y
commercial mail that was
dropped over Basel on September
26, 1929. It is also an example of
a recent new discovery of Type II I
(unfranked) mail for this drop
previously unrecorded in the
Swiss Airmail catalog .

The Swiss Airmail catalog mentions the presence of Flight cachets or "Bestatigungsstempels". These
cachets were in red and bear the words-"Mit Luftschiff `Graf Zeppelin' befordert". They came in two types — 53 or
64 mm in length . According to the catalog they were in existence from October 1, 1929 to April 12, 1930 when
the new circular Flight cachet came into existence. These Flight cachets were mainly put on Zeppelin mai l
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during this time due to concerns by collectors and souveni r
hunters that were becoming uncomfortable in determinin g
whether cards and letters were actually being flown by
the Graf Zeppelin despite appropriate cancellations .

Please note two examples of the On Board cache t
from the 1st Swiss Flight of 1929 on September 26, 1929 .
This is a few days before they officially were in use . Both
cards were addressed to a crewmember of the Gra f
Zeppelin (A. Wittemann-Navigator) . To the best of my
knowledge they are the earliest known usage of this typ e
of On Board cachets .

My theory is the Post Office in Friedrichshafen had
obtained these cachets ahead of time and was planning
on using them for the first time on all mail that flew on
the Bayern Flight of the Graf Zeppelin on October 1 ,
1929. The cachets were present at the Post Office a t
Friedrichshafen ahead of time and Mr. Wittemann
requested these cachets on his mail as a "favor cachet"
from his friends at the Post Office .

I have other examples of crewmail (Lehman ,
Schiller, Pruss and Schonherr) from these early Swis s
drops, however it appears that Wittemann was the onl y
crewmember to take advantage of this "favor" cachet
before it went into full time service. Does anyone else
have similar cachets from other crewmember mail fro m
9/26/29 or even before? If so please send to me a copy at
PO Box 50256, St . Louis, MO. 63105

"Watch Those Postmarks!"
by Charles J. LaBlonde, CPhH

(With many thanks for research to Mary Ryder of Vancouver )

At first glance this cover seems boringly ordinary . It's just an airmail letter from the USA to Switzerland ,

paid at the usual 60 cent per half ounce rate . But the return address is a sign to dig a little deeper . . .the lette r

is from Canada .

From the 19th of November 1997 to the 4th of December 1997, there was a postal strike in Canada . The

strike ended officially on the 4th of December and the mail began to move again on the 5th of December . So, not

only is this a postal strike cover, it is the last day of the strike cover . What a fine piece of postal history !

One could perhaps make the case that many Canadian firms near the border use the US Mail, to sav e

money and time. But other covers from this firm are all postmarked in Ottawa .
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Beans, Bananas, and Snakes
Plate Varieties on Swiss Photogravure Stamps

Part 1 - Background
by Richard T. Hall

Most Swiss collectors are aware of the series of recurring varieties on photogravure-printed stamps b y
Courvoisier around the period of the Second World War . There are nine of these recurring varieties and the y
even have nicknames — banana, Morse-O, bean, etc . These varieties have long been cataloged in the Zumstei n
specialized catalog, but some recent publications have shown that what Zumstein lists is but the tip of th e
iceberg . In addition to these recurring varieties, a plethora of other issue-unique varieties are just now bein g
documented. We collectors of Swiss stamps are fortunate in having an extensive library of books and articles to
draw upon . Unfortunately for many American collectors, the language barrier has made access to thes e
references difficult . In this article, and subsequent installments, I hope to familiarize the English-speakin g
Swiss collector with these references .

In addition to the Zumstein catalog, a few recent publications, including an on-going series in th e
Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung (SBZ), have greatly expanded our knowledge of these photogravure varieties. In
particular, I will be drawing upon the monumental work of Heinrich Kubli, Rasterfehler im Atztiefdruck ,
published in 1996; the series of 4 booklets by P . Meier and Tobias Diggelmann, Ich Sammle Plattenfehler un
Retouchen der Aetztiefdruckausgaben Schweiz 1940-1950, published in 1983-84 ; and the continuing series b y
Werner Boos and Reinhard Lifart, Plattenfehler und Abarten, published in the SBZ beginning in the February
1997 issue and continuing almost monthly at least to the current (April 1999) issue .

Before I begin, let's review the photogravure printing process so that we can better understand how thes e
varieties occurred. For this portion, I shall draw upon the late L .N. Williams' pièce de résistance ,
Fundamentals of Philately . I should note that this description is the way photogravure plates used to b e
produced. As I noted in my article (September 1998) on my tour of the Courvoisier facilities last year ; the age
of computer has greatly changed the process — the recurring varieties I will be discussing would not happe n
using today's techniques .

The first step in the production of a photogravure printing plate is the production of the master negative .
In this step the artist's final design or "model," which is usually 10 times the final size of the stamp, is
photographed with a precision camera onto a glass photographic plate . The size of the ensuing master negative
may be the same size as the model or the final stamp, or any size in between, depending on the practices of th e
specific printer . In the case of multicolored stamps, the model will have been color separated into whateve r
number of colors the printer plans to use in printing the final product . In this case, there will be several master
negatives which explains the need for a precision camera to ensure accurate registration between the variou s
plates that will be produced. The resulting master negatives are carefully examined and retouched for any fla w
which appears on a master negative will show up on every printed stamp .

After the master negative has been inspected and approved, the next step in the process is the productio n
of the multi positive. In the past this was done using a step-and-repeat camera . Today this step is not
physically necessary as it can be accomplished by the computer-controlled engraving of the plate .

A step-and-repeat camera is an exceedingly accurate instrument. The master negative is installed in the camera betwee n
a light source and the multi positive plate, again a glass photographic plate, this time as big as the eventua l
printed sheet of stamps. The process is to project the image of the master negative onto the multi positive, step
the multi positive one stamp width or height and repeat the process until the entire printing sheet is exposed .
Accuracy in this step is required both in the constancy of the light source and in the precision of horizontal an d
vertical movement of the multi positive holder . Any variation in intensity of the light source will evidence itsel f
as a too dark or a too light stamp . After completion of the multi positive it is inspected and any flaws ar e
retouched out. Depending on the skill of the retoucher, these retouches may or may not be detectable in th e
final printed product .

Next in the process is the production of the "carbon tissue" print . The "tissue" is actually a sheet of
photosensitive gelatine on a paper backing. Gelatine can be made photosensitive by treatment with potassiu m
bichromate . The term "carbon tissue" is a holdover from the old days when lampblack was used to color th e
gelatine; today the gelatine is colored red simply to show the technicians the extent of the sensitized sheet . The
carbon tissue is laid against the multi positive in a vacuum frame and exposed to a strong light, transferrin g
the multi positive image to the carbon tissue .

The design that has been transferred to the carbon tissue is continuous in tonal variation . To produce a
printing plate, however, this continuous design must be broken up into small squares which can then be etche d
on the printing plate surface . Squares with lighter tones will be etched less deeply, while those of dark tone s
will be etched to the maximum. The next step in the process is to break the carbon tissue design up into thes e
little squares. This is done by placing the previously exposed carbon tissue on a glass plate on which has bee n
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engraved a series of fine lines, producing the small squares . Exposure of the carbon tissue by a strong line
passing through the glass plate transfers the lines to it, thus breaking up the design into the desired littl e
squares. Any flaws in this glass plate will recur on all stamps produced from it . It is this glass plate that wa s
the source of the bananas and beans philatelists have come to love .

The carbon tissue is now carefully wound around the polished copper printing cylinder and washed i n

warm water. The warm water dissolves the unexposed gelatin and allows the paper backing to be removed .
The resulting copper printing cylinder now has the gelatine image deposited on it . The gutters and selvedge ,
having received the maximum exposure to light, are represented by thick deposits of gelatine . The dark areas
of the design have very thin deposits of gelatine . The gelatine is allowed to dry prior to the next step, th e

etching of the plate .
Prior to etching, etching resist is applied to those areas of the printing cylinder where no color is desired ,

such as the sheet margins and sometimes the stamp gutters themselves . The actual etching is done by

applying a solution of ferric chloride to the gelatine covered surface . The degree of etching is proportional to th e

thickness of the gelatine which must be penetrated . The thin deposits of gelatine are most deeply etched and
thus will receive the greatest amount of ink during printing .

After etching the printing cylinder is cleaned up and any final retouching done . The cylinder is now ready
for the printing press .

Now let's get back to Courvoisier, specifically to the glass plate which was in use from 1938 (or possibl y

earlier) to 1952 . The plate measured 620 by 480 mm
(approximately 24.4 by 18.9 inches), was 6 .2 mm thick
(approximately a quarter inch), and weighed about 4.5 kg
(approximately 10 pounds). The surface was engraved with
diagonal lines with a spacing of 120 lines per centimeter (abou t
300 lines per inch) with a ratio of line width to flat area of 1 :2 .8 .
Figure 1 shows a drawing of a tiny section of the plate . The plate
was manufactured by the firm of Herbst & Illig of Frankfurt am
Main in Germany. Therein lies the problem. When scratches
began to appear on the glass plate, Germany was at war . I am
sure that a precision mechanical firm was more concerned with
military orders than orders from some Swiss printing firm. So
Courvoisier was unable to replace the glass plate and had t o
make do for the duration .

Figure 1 . Detail of the Courvoisier glass
plate .

The first flaw to evidence itself on stamps (thu s
far) was the so-called Morse-N (flaw #9), a dot and a
dash 0.9 mm (0.035 inches) long. But in 1940 other

scratches began to appear so that when the plate wa s
replaced in 1952 a total of 9 flaws had occurred .
Figure 2 shows the layout of the flaws on the plate .
Herr Kubli has given some of the dimensiona l

relationships between the various flaws but not
enough to be able to construct some sort of clea r

plastic overlay . Having such an overlay would greatl y
facilitate locating the flaws in complete, or eve n
partial, sheets .

It should be obvious from looking at Figure 2 that
the glass plate is larger than a printing sheet which
means that a flaw may or may not appear on any
given printing plate . Also their location within th e
printing plate will be highly variable . And finally, th e
carbon tissue could have any of four orientations ,

resulting in flaws with an equal number of orientations . In the case of flaw #2 – the line – because the flaw i s
parallel to the margins, only two orientations are distinguishable . One final thing should be noted from lookin g
at the layout of the glass plate – it is possible that a particular flaw could end up on an unprinted part of th e
stamp, say the gutter or in an area of the design which doesn't have that particular color .

(Continued on Page 18)

Figure 2 . Layout of the Courvoisier glass plat e
showing the nine flaws .
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Figures 3 to 11 show each of the flaws . These illustrations are taken from Kubli's book.

Fig. 7 . #5, the Morse-O
flaw.

Fig. 8 . #6, the Morse-B
flaw . Fig. 9 . #7, the snake flaw .

Fig. 10. #8, the bean
flaw.

Fig. 11. #9, the
Morse-N flaw .

According to Kubli, flaw 9, the Morse-N, was the first to appear – on the League o f
Nations/International Labor Organization issue of May 1938 (Zumstein 211 and 212) . No
further damage to the glass plate occurred until the Pro Patria issue of 1940 when flaws 1
to 5 and 8 appeared . Later that year another flaw (#6) appeared, this time on a stamp of
Liechtenstein, the 30c value of the Prince Johann II set . The final flaw (#7) first appeare d
on the Pro Juventute issue of 1942 .

The appearance of these flaws on stamps from other than Switzerland is no t
surprising since it should be possible to find these flaws on any stamp produced by Courvoisier during this
period. Kubli, in addition to Liechtenstein, illustrates the flaws on the stamps of Luxembourg, Campione
d'Italia, and the Belgian Congo . Even some of the Swiss soldier stamps can be found with these flaws . If
Courvoisier printed stamps for other governments during this period, this should be a fertile ground for furthe r
research .

Fig . 3 . #1, the Y-shaped
Fig. 4 . #2, the line flaw .

flaw.
Fig. 6 . #4, the banan a

flaw.Fig. 5 . #3, the halo flaw .

The following table lists the 9 flaws and the number of occurrences cataloged by Kubli in his book .

Flaw First known occurrence Number of cataloged occurrences

1 - "Y shaped" March 20, 1940 145

2 - "Line" March 20, 1940 122

3 - "Halo" March 20, 1940 109

4 - "Banana" March 20, 1940 91

5 - "Morse-O" March 20, 1940 79

6 - "Morse-B" August 10, 1940 24

7 - "Snake" December 1, 1942 9

8 - "Bean" March 20, 1940 187

9 - "Morse-N" May 2, 1938 109

In the next installment, I will begin discussion of flaws found on specific stamps . One handy item when
discussing the location of flaws is Zumstein's "Arbartensucher," a clear plastic sheet with a grid of 3 mm
squares printed on it . The squares are numbered 1 to 17 across the top and lettered A through R (no I) dow n
the side. The Arbartensucher is placed on the stamp with the upper left corner of the grid aligned with th e
upper left corner of the stamp's design . The location of a flaw is designated by the coordinates of the square i n
which it is located, e .g. C 10 . This designates a flaw found between 6 and 9 mm down from the top border of
the design and 27 to 30 mm from the left border of the design . I purchased my Arbartensucher from Zumstei n
years ago but I assume they are still available . Stanley Gibbons' "Thirkell" Philatelic Position Finder has
exactly the same layout and design so if you have one of them you'll do fine . The one difference between the tw o
products is that the Gibbons product includes "I" in their vertical scale so if you're using the Thirkell finder
remember to subtract one letter if the letter is I or above to convert from the Zumstein notation .
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An Unusual Pair of Strubels, 23E b
by Roger Heath

Part 1 - The Find
In the early 1990's I read everything Mr Herbert

Brach wrote about Strubels . I sent him my stamps for
his studies, and he returned them all identified ,
frequently with comments. I learned a great dea l
about this series, but he always emphasized that
there was still much to discover . With this in mind, I
always went through dealer's Strubel stocks at such
shows as Westpex in San Francisco . On one occasion I
saw something interesting.

I was looking through a stock book and saw a
pale blue 10 rappen stamp, listed as Scott 26. It had
the characteristic red thread of this issue, but when I
held it up to the light, it was obvious there were tw o
threads, one on the back surface and one much deepe r
in the paper. I bought the stamp because it looke d
good with four margins, would be a nice variety for my
collection, had a clear central Basel CDS, and was
cheap .

When I got home I used my 15x magnifier to
look closer at the double threads, and discovered at
the top corner of the stamp a very small crease, whic h
when bent, separated the stamp into two layer s
revealing blue ink between. This was a real puzzle .

On closer inspection I realized that there wer e
other tiny places around the outside edge of the stamp
that were also "loose" . I held the stamp under a very
strong light and there appeared to be a ghost of th e
printed image. It then dawned on me that I had two
stamps stuck together, one exactly on top of the other .
The obvious solution, soak them apart .

I started soaking, attempting to tease and
separate them. I realized after a while that I was in
trouble, because they weren't coming apart cleanly . I
should have stopped, but I was in the middle of a "big
find", and continued . Finally they were apart, the top
canceled stamp now very much thinned, and th e
bottom uncanceled stamp with paper fibers stuck o n
its face. I had two damaged pale blue 10 rappe n
Strubels (Fig . 1, 2), each with its own red thread . I
didn't understand how this situation could have come
about, so I sent them off to Mr Brach for hi s
comments .

Fig . 1 . Very thin blue Fig. 2 . 10 rappen which was
10 rappen

	

sealed under stamp, Fig . 1

Part 2 - The Analysis,

	

by Herbert Brach
These Strubels were distributed throughout the

postal system from the Berne Mint in envelopes
measuring 144mmx115 mm . The packages of stamp s
were of 5 sheets of 25 stamps, arranged 5x5 . There
was little leeway in these envelopes and virtually no
room for any horizontal overlap, assuming thes e
sheets came in a neat stack . (One complete sheet of
24F at the PTT Museum measures 129x110mm, the
printed area occupying 126x104mm . )

The thickness measurements of your stamps are

as follows :
The top stamp averages .056mm, which of

course is meaningless . In a number of measurement s
across the whole area of the stamp I found a thin

component averaging .049mm, where it had lost both

gum and paper. The thicker component where

presumably no paper was lost averaged .062mm.
The bottom stamp averages .067mm thick. The

thin component .061mm, the thicker component
.074mm with paper transferred from the uppe r

stamp.
Here comes the interesting part : The two

stamps superimposed would be expected to measur e

.123mm ( .056mm + .067mm), but they don't . The
combined average thickness, performed twice, eigh t

measurements each, gave results of .108mm and

.109mm. The minimum combined measurement wa s

.102mm and the maximum .118mm .

Part 3 - and Conclusio n
'The reason for your misfortune, I think, was

that over time the adhesive of the top stamp migrate d

into fibers of the bottom one ; for the same reason, I do

not believe you will be able to remove any more pape r
adhering to the lower stamp with further washing.

"The stamps are 23Eb and the catalogue price
for the "unused" one is sFr5000, and were it in good

shape with its four margins, worth every penny . What
a shame!"

	

by Herbert Brach

Part 4 - The Lesson Learned
Here is the lesson from this unusual find .

Communicate with experts before attempting anythin g
involving potentially valuable stamps, and don't do
anything that might damage them !

Addendum - The Poor Swiss Postal Clerk, December

1856 or 185 7
The thinness of these stamps explains why th e

postal clerk was not alerted to a possible problem .
The average thickness of these stamps is .054mm,
which when stuck together is equal to the normal
thickness of the average 1Fr Strubel of the time .The
employee extracted what he thought was one sheet of
stamps from the-envelope and proceeded to cut the m
apart as needed. He probably was still wondering to
his dying day, who stole the 25 stamps he had t o
account for when he was caught short .

Communication via email : rheath@kona .net

July 1999
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"Strubel" Spotting
(or how I started to become a REAL collector!)

by "Basel" (John Barrett, Ph.D. .)

I first heard this strange word when I was about 20 (more than a few years ago!) at one of the earl y
NOPEX shows in New Orleans . Two old guys were sipping "cafe aulait" down on Royal Street and I was with
another up-and-coming "collector" at the next table. I knew they weren't locals because 1) they were wearing
suits and hats, and 2) they had thick foreign accents. At first I thought they were talking about a(their?)
currency . . .like "rubles" or such. Then was heard "framelines" (paintings?), "sheet margins" (musicians?), an d
"cliche positions" (wrestlers?) . I was blatantly eavesdropping ("lisnen in" in New Orleans) . Only during my
second cup did one of them turn to face the nosy kid . . .and then I spotted his "Exhibitor's Badge" of NOPEX.
Here was a real genuine "philatelist"! After telling him I "collected" (accumulated) Switzerland, he seemed t o
forgive my impudence and agreed to show me some of these "strubels" the next day at the show. I couldn't
believe my luck (gall?) .

Sure `nuff, next day I spotted him at a dealer and he said he would first show me his exhibit of "soldie r
stamps." Wow! All Swiss soldiers get free stamps, he said, and each battalion had its own distinctive stamp
design, with insignias, etc . I had to listen through 5 frames of technical German/French/English before th e
"Strubels!" Then I learned that "Strubel" comes from a German story about a boy named "Strubelpeter," a
young vagabond who was constantly in trouble and who never combed his long shock of hair. My "old" friend
then opened up a springback album and what a sight! Page after page of beautiful pastel grays, browns, blues ,
pinks, oranges, greens . . .all had been cut-out with scissors! Real imperforates! Must be worth a fortune !

The embossed figure in these stamps is "Helvetia," and she has rays of light coming from the head, whic h
looks just like tossedhair. . .Now we know! These last imperforates of Switzerland were first issued 14 Sept .
1854 and the last one in July 1862 .

Now, after some years (a lot!) have passed, I have continued my fondness for them, as well as improve d
my German so I can translate the latest info being published . By the way, they are known in the English -
speaking world as "the silk-threads," as various colored silk threads were embedded within the handmad e
paper during manufacture . The first two printings were done, not in Switzerland, but in Munich, as the Ber n
mint was not yet ready for stamp production on a large scale . These printings (Scott #14-19) are the mos t
expensive, and were printed in 10x10 format with large spacings, thus giving us a larger percent of "4 -
framelines" stamps than the later printings done in Bern . But, the quantities printed were quite low
(5Rp=100,000; 10Rp=200,000; 15Rp=250,000; 40Rp=150,000). Scott #20-23 were printed in Bern, but used
Munich-supplied paper . All so far had green threads . #24-31 is called the "2nd Period" (Bern printing an d
paper,

	

of

	

varying
thickness) anddifferent
colored threads with each
value (supposedly for
security, but quickly
became confusion in
production!). The "3rd
Period" (#32-40) reverte d
back to the green thread ,
but used both thin and
thick papers .

The catalog prices are for four full framelines (you can see white margins outside the lines), 40-75% o f
catalog for 3 frames, and 20-30% for 2 or less . "Strubels" on cover are usually double the used price, wit h
"combination" values higher still .

To those interested in stamp production of these "Strubels" at Bern : 2 men working 11 hours/day coul d
produce up to 500 sheets (10x5 impressions) of a single value per day with a handpress . Proper ink mixing for
the desired color was a huge problem, and had to be used within 3 days as it faded . Don't forget that this was
before oil-based pigments were developed, and all components were natural products (lampblack, madder plan t
extracts, cuttlefish "blues," linseed oil, etc .) As a chemist, I am particularly interested in these early natura l
pigments and am researching just which ones were used and formulations . No records exist at either Munich or
Bern .

I would invite any reader to contact me, c/o the editor, to help shed more light on these inks! By the way ,
the "old" guy became a life-long friend and was undoubtedly the most knowledgeable Swiss collector in the U .S .
(and a professional concert pianist) . . .the late Dr . Felix Ganz .

Scott #35-40
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